A LOVE SONG

EACH LINE BELOW IS ANOTHER NAME FOR A POPULAR LOVE SONG. CAN YOU GUESS WHICH? ONE POINT FOR SONG TITLE & TWO POINTS FOR THE ORIGINAL ARTIST; TOTAL OF THREE POSSIBLE POINTS PER SONG

1 - Tale about romance
2 - Woman wearing crimson
3 - Crashing to the ground at an opposite of fast pace
4 - The air under a bird’s arms
5 - The colored part of your eye
6 - The entire time from my birth to my death
7 - All the things I make happen
8 - A loop-de-loop ride of romance
9 - Insane in infatuation
10 - Adoration losing red stuff from your body
11 - Forever will I adore thee
12 - Make you unbroken
13 - Opposite of hate meets something with no finish
14 - A song not held in chains
15 - A melody about you
16 - A lyric for the sun will come out tomorrow singer
17 - My blood pumping organ will continue
18 - You continue to be above number two
19 - The times you are silent
20 - I’ll maintain an upright position at your side

TOTAL POINTS =